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Abstract 

The main motivation for this paper is to present an unwilling railroad crossing controller that 
turns the gate on and off during train crossing. This reduces the physical effort of the 
gatekeeper and saves a lot of time and money. Currently, the stationmaster needs to 
communicate with the gatekeeper to inform the gate to close, and if the train is delayed for 
any reason, the public has to wait for a long time until the train reaches the intersection, 
which is unintentional. Railroad crossing controllers are the solution for these problems. And 
since most railway accidents are caused by carelessness or negligence of the gatekeeper, this 
proposed method can also help save human life by making the gate system autonomous. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A Railway intersection is utilized wherever close to the spot from where a train crosses the open streets. 
Different names taken in are level intersection or evaluation intersection and it does exclude any passage 
crossing, waterway intersection or extension crossing. In Primary evaluation intersections a slack man is 
utilized to demonstrate warning to the train for early ceasing of train. The different kind of track changing 
switches are additionally constrained by the leg man to occupy the train at whatever point required. Work 
concentrated or electrically worked passages that banned the street were introduced later on [1]. The doors 
were expected to be an expansive blockade for limiting any roadways or overwhelming vehicles from 
going into the railroad track. In the traditional occasions of railroads, enormous measure of street deals 
were halted by the intersection doors or blockades yet it was risky for the roadways just as human lives to 
cross the rail route track [2]. The greater part of the mishap were occur because of wrong choice made by 
guardian. Along these lines, the moment when intersection portals are shut down for halting the street 
traffic during intersection of train. At the point when entryway is open a gigantic traffic crosses the wide 
street. With the entry of vehicles, the blockade turned out to be less employable and the need for a 
blockade for dairy cattle decreased strongly. Different countries had supplanted the boundary intersections 
with sensitive yet further very noticeable blockades and trusted on engine vehicle rider to pursue the 
related alert sign to stop [3],[4],[5]. 

WORKING- 

In this paper an automatic railroad crossing controller is planned. The controller utilized is 
ATMEGA 328 microcontroller with a majority of IR transmitter alongside sets of receivers. 
The controller which is structured is 328 microcontrollers with the end goal of consequently 
controlling of railroad crossing without trying much endeavours [6]. The pace of mishap can 
be decreased to 90% by utilizing this proposed technique. In this task an ATMEGA328 
microcontroller is related with two infra-red transmitters and two sets of collectors. First pair 
is fixed at the situation from where the train arrives and second pair is put beneath the train 
bearing. At the point when train is almost 1 km of railroad crossing then the principal sensor 
will get initiated and send sign to microcontroller for shutting the entryway of railroad 
crossing. At the point when the train crosses the entryway than after the separation of 1 km 
the subsequent sensor gets enacted and sends the order to microcontroller for reviving the 
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door of railroad crossing. The caution framework is likewise introduced and activated if there 
are mis occurring and alert the driver of the train to stop right away. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

This paper proposes a modern and innovative involuntary level crossing control system with 
many advantages over traditional level crossing barricades. Reduce rail accidents and provide 
safety to animals when crossing railroad tracks Traditionally, when a train arrives near a 
railroad crossing barricade, the station manager must call the gatekeeper and manually close 
the barricade, and eliminates the manual operation of the leg person manually opening and 
closing the barricade. Failure to contact between trains during this process will result in an 
accident. 
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